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Trends

Hardware **complexity** and **diversity**.

New **demands**:
- Direct-device access
- CPU hot-plug

→ **A lot of C code that might** be correct
→ **Inflexible OS**

---

**No formal description** of hardware.
Hard to handle heterogeneity (M3 cores)
Problem

- How to write generic and correct interrupt configuration code?
- What is good interrupt hardware?
Our approach
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Improve OS Design by:
• Being clear what HW properties are assumed
• Separating concerns
• Providing basis for verification

Improve HW:
• By deriving what properties lead to simpler abstractions.
Reto Achermann: Provable correct memory management.
Overview – Formal methods

 Configuration Updates

 Atomicity of updates

 Configuration Options

 Optimality of configuration algorithms

 Performance Metrics

 Beyond interrupts: RDMA Notifications / USB

 Static Model

 Equivalency (explicit extra assumptions)

 Dynamic

 More concrete

 OS Representation / Algorithms
Thanks for listening, Questions?